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工ntroduction

Starting in 19580

M・ V. Mathews∴and others at the

Bell Tele車One Laboratorie8 developed computer progra鵬l and
rela亡ed equipment2 which could be used in generating sound

by means of a digital computer The orlginal work has been

continuously expanded3and now offers the compeser an ex‑
tremely flexible sound source十

me sounds∴POSSible are es‑

sentia￨ly limited only by the imagination of the composer∴and
his ability to represent the desired sounds mathematically′
the technical limitations of the meヒhod being slightし

工n fact

all techniques cormonly used in the production of non‑COnCrete
electronic music in an

'一analogue一'

electronic music laboratory

can easily be handled by the computer method′ but in addition

a multitude of sounds either too difficult or simply impos‑

sible by the former method can be produced by the latter)

Two main disadvantages to the Bell Laboratories
method exis七つ

First, the cost of computer time is high′

amounting to about?lOO per minute of music"

珊e other dis‑

advan亡age is∴the problem invoIved in training composers in

the techniques necessary to effectively use the method・

Howcver

i亡is hoped that these two disadvaLntageS W￨l￨ both

be overcome in the situation at u。C。L。A.

Another c○mputer sound generating technique has

been developed′ at the University of I11inois4, for the

PurPO§e of reducing the cost problem. But∴since if a computer

is available to interested parties∴at U。C。L.,A。 it wi11 be

CaPable of handling the Bell Laboratories program at no
COSt tO those c○ncerned′

and since the University of工11inois

method appears to be quite limited in comparison′ it will

not be considered here.

工￨., A Brief Introduction to the Bell I,aboratories

Method of Computer Sound Generation

The technical details of the Bell Laboratories
method are we11 described in the references. However

it

is fel亡that an introduction for musicians∴might be a help
toward the understanding of the∴technique. Toward this end

We Shall briefly describe an idealized process of sound gen‑
eration and perception・ Refer to figure l,,
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Sound is produced in air when a sound producero

such as a vi01in string or a loudspeaker coneo causes the
air to undergo a series of c○mpressions and rarefactions.

珊ese air pressure variationso wl‑en incident upen the ear

drum, CauSe it亡O mOVe and亡he perception of sound occurs.

工f the sound source is a loudspeaker cche′

the air pressure

variations occur in proportion to the voltage into the loud‑

speaker. Consider the events above at some instant of time,
as lf a I・snapshot" c○uld be taken of all participants. The

c○ne of the loudspeaker will′

￨n general, be displaced from

its equilibrium or "rest・・ position by a certain amount in

response to the particular v01tage entering the loudspeaker￨
工n亡¥lrn. thc resulting∴air pressure variation from the

lou。speaker wi11 cause a displacement of the ear drum

The process of sound generation and perception can be con‑
sidered then as a series of these events ocCurring∴SuC‑

cessivelyo ln actuality we would have to say that the nurnber
of events occurring during any period of time is infinite′

but it peed not be・「 If we have less than an infinite number

but still a very large number we can gE:nerate SOund inper‑
c叩tablY diff(、rent・ tO any degree desired{ from a l◆natural"

sound genera亡ion me亡hod. This idea′ Ca11ed "sampling"・ is

the basis of the Bell Lahoratories method・

‑3‑
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Å sine wave is an example of a '一periodic.裏wavec

that is′ a WaVe whose amplitude excursions∴are rePeated

each interval of time ca￨1ed the "period" of the wave.
see figure 2. Let us ch0OSe aS Our Starting∴POint that

point where the amplitude is∴ZerO a皿d is∴gOing in the pos‑

itive directiorL me amplitude increases as∴time progresse容

at a continually decreasing rate until the positive peak
of∴the wave is reached. At this point the amp工itude∴starts
decreasing at∴a∴COntinua11Y increasing rate until the amp‑

1itude is∴Zer00 at which time the amplitude′ while sti11
decreasing

decreases at a COntinuously decreasing rate

until the negative peak is reached(臆,珊en the amplitude

starts increasing unti￨ the zero point is reachedo me
wave′ Of coursel COntinues[ but at this point it has com‑

pleted one complete tcycle.・ As mentioned above′ the time

necessary to complete one CyCle is cailed the period of
the wave′

and the reciprocal of the period is the fre‑

quency or pitch・ The loudness with which the sound is

perceived is gbverned by the amplitude of the wave. The,
timbre of∴tlle WaVe is determined by the waveform, in this

case a∴Sine wave。 The duration of the∴SOund is determined

by how many succeSSive cycles occur.

We can consider this sine wave as a succession
Of an infinite number of∴separate amplitudes.

But∫

aS

mentioned above. an infinite number∴are nOt neCeSSarily

needed.

￨t is a we11 known∴fact of information theorY

that if a waveform with a frequency of F∴cycles per second

is to be represented by a discreet number of successive
amplitudes/ Or SamPlesl the minimum number of samples
required is

2F samples per second̀

quencies up to IO:000 cycles per
then at least

For examp￨eグif fre‑

5eCOnd are required.∵

20,OOO amplitude samples per second are

re(うuircd

The mechanism by高hich the computer performs

this sampling operation is as follows. First a. sine wave
with a maximum amplitude of one is divided into a large
number of partso∴amPlitude samples4∴and each sample is

assigned a relative amp￨itude(between zero and one) ac‑
cordi]‑g tO its position in time The tab￨e below lists
the relative amplitudes of a∴sine wave if the number of

samples is

Time Position:
Relative Åmpl:

甲ime Posi仁王on;
Rela七ive Ampl ;

24: (Refer again to figure 2)
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The number of samples per cycle in the Bell method is

512.

These samples are then stored in the computer memory一

工f

We nOW CauSe the computer to

一output一一

the amplitude samples

in successive order at∴a∴constant rate, through a device

called a Digital to Analogue converter, We Obtain a contin‑
uously varying v01tage. which if applied to a loudspeaker

Produceさ

a sine wave sound.

The amplitude of̲the sound can be varied by
causing the c○mputer to mul亡iply the relative amplitudes

Of the samples by a certain factor before they are output.
This∴factor can be changed gradually to a王fect∴a steady
crescendo or decrescendo, Or it∴can be changed abruptlyl

The frequency of the sound can be changed by causing the
COmPuter tO Skip over certain samples∴aS it outputs∴themノ
For instance, if

亡he f=OmPuter Chooses every sample the

lowest of the frequencies possible with the method will be
PrOduced・

工f the program is set to sample at a

2O

000

sample per second rate?∴and the computer selects every sample′

thc frequency of the waveform will be
Bell me亡hod.

(see figure

117

etc.

39

cycles with the

工f the computer selects every o亡her sample

2) the frequency will be

78

cyc￨es∴Per SeCOnd。

cycles per second if every third sample is∴∴∴Selectedp

工f∴the c○mputer selects only two samples per cycle
ー7‑
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the frequency will be

￨0.00O cycles per second.

The duration

Of a sing￨e note is determined by how Iong the computer
COntinues to outr)ut SamPles without∴a break.

The timbre of the sound is determined by several
factors.

The primary factor is the basic waveform. ∴皿le

CXam工」les g￨Ven have been for a∴Sine wave but any waveform

w心ich can be represented by a succession of discreet∴samples
Can be produced.

A￨so[ Synthesis of complex waveforms

from harmonics of simple waves is easily accomplished by
CauSing the computer to add together the proper samples
before it produces∴an Ou亡put.

The timbre of a sound is also

affected by the∴attaCk and decay characteristics of the
SOund, (see figure

3)

The re￨ative ampli亡udes of the

SamP￨es can be multiI)lied by another sIowly changing func‑
tion, also stored in

are output.

亡he computer as samples, before they

mヽis causes the basic waveform to be amplitude

modu￨ated. giving it∴a亡tack and decay qualities.

Or a

different amplitude modulation function can be used t○

○btain tremoIo. If the number of samples the computer
dlOOSeS during each c̀yCle is caused to vary∴Slightly from

CyCle to cycle。 frequency modulation or vibrato is produced.

All but the simplest music invoIves several sounds
OCCurring∴Simu￨taneously.

The computer method accomplishes

this by adding together the individual samples of each
SOund to produce one final output sample. For exampleご

Iet us assume that the computer is in the process of pro‑
du⊂ing sound for∴a three voice composition, Wiヒh sine waves′

Square WaVeS, and sawt00th waves being these three voices.

For each final sample, Or interval of time of l/20.000 of
a secondc the c○mputcr must choose the proper sample for the

Sine wave′

multiply it by an amplitude factor′

Perform

Similar operations for the square and sawtooth waves′

and

then add the three samples together to produce the output
SaIll主′1e.

工n addi亡ion to being∴able to produce periodic

WaVeforms by the method just described, the Bell method
is also capable of subゴecting∴any WaVeform to bandpass
filtering. and of producing∴random noise and random notes

Within any specified range. The explanation of these
features is covered in the references.

工n or轟r foェ・ a coml)OSition to be realized using

the computer as a sound sourceI the composer must select
his orchestra/ For composers who are just beginning to use the
method instruments such as those described in the refer‑
ences may be used as a start′ノ

Or; COmPuter equivalents of

electronic music laboratory sounds may be usedら

工t i二

㌔lt′

however, that as the method is studied and used its po‑

tentialities will become evident and the technical bar‑
riers will disappear

rII. Outl○○k

The computer sound generation method can be
COnSi証⊃red, in general, aS a broadcning of the technlral

facilities available t〇

七he composer of electronic music。

Assuming a continual cxpan争ion of the method。 there seems

no reason why it shou￨d not become the source of a large
PCrCen亡age of the electronic music of the future.

assum丁‑tion is based on the f011owing facts.

the mc̀thod is capable oで

This

At present

r̀rOducing most√ if not all, Of the

SOしmds producable in an (、Iec̀trOnic̀

muSic laboratory, but

With much less work∴for the composer.

For instance. no

叫Iicing of tape or c?nti11ual re‑reCOrding of sounds is
requircd Ted「niques sしIdl aS random note generators, eXaCt

。OntrOI of paramcters,

12

tones, SeCm

raSe Of using scales with other∴than

しO indicatc the limitations will be a func‑

tion of the composer′s imagination (and. possibly, his

POCketbook) rather than the equipmen亡itse￨f.
COmPOSerS develoP neW

instruments

AIso, aS

it is∴an eaSy taSk

tQ docu隠ent∴these for use by other composers∫

when one

COnSiders the fact∴that∴亡he program is∴general enough

to be used on any

￨BM 709O computer and probably also on

anl′ large‑SCale digital computer.

The only technical

PrOblem inv0lves∴the digi亡al to analogue converter′

and iヒ

is hoped∴that a general s0lution is forthcoming.

One interesting area whic̀h is worth study is that
Of using the process in reversc That is∫

from live or

recorded sounds′

develop samplings臆1n the compu亡er w心ich

Can be analysed.

The possibility that irmediately comes

to mind here is∴9f fur亡her developing the method in order
to also include the field of concrete music.

Some work

in this area∴by the original developers of the Be11 method

has been done2. The possibility of subjecting natural
SOunds∴to computer modification seems, tO this writer,

a very exciting possibility.

葛

￨n the next few months it is hoped that much can
be

￨earned of the details of this method∫

be put in operation at U CノL,A̲

We are fortunate to have

Dr。 Strang, Who worked with the method at
atories/∴and Drノ

Thopoff′

and that it can

亡he Bell Labor‑

Who has been doing computer music

WOrk for several years∴at UニC。L.Å∫

both cIose at hand,

us hope that once the∴t〔〕Chnical problems are soIved much
useful mus￨c∴Can reSult

わy local people.
‑12置
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